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JOINT PAYROLL TAX WEBSITE 
Statement by Minister for Finance 

DR M.D. NAHAN (Riverton — Minister for Finance) [9.02 am]: On 25 July 2013 commissioners from the 
revenue offices of each Australian state and territory launched a joint payroll tax website. This website 
complements the significant work undertaken by the states and territories over the past six years to harmonise 
payroll tax administration, and illustrates the significant gains already made by the Australian revenue offices. 
The revenue offices applied the following guiding principles throughout the website design process: to promote 
the harmonisation of payroll tax administration across all Australian states and territories; to provide access to all 
harmonised payroll tax documentation, processes, legislation, contacts and education opportunities via a single 
website; and to improve the efficiency of businesses looking to locate information on harmonised payroll tax 
issues and contact details for individual revenue offices. The new website at www.payrolltax.gov.au provides 
easy access to harmonised payroll tax documentation, legislation, state and territory contacts and education 
opportunities. The website comprises a one-stop location for harmonised payroll tax information, payroll tax 
return lodgement and payment portals; information required by an employer registered in multiple jurisdictions 
regarding harmonised payroll tax components; links to specific state and territory revenue office payroll tax 
information; and a uniform presence for all revenue offices’ payroll tax information. 

During the first three days following the launch of the website it was visited by more than 914 unique visitors 
who, in total, accessed nearly 20 000 pages of content and actively remained on the website for an average of 
17 minutes per visit. The website is primarily expected to appeal to people from within Australia. However, to 
this point it has also attracted visitors from 12 countries, including the United Kingdom, the United States of 
America, Singapore and Japan. 

This announcement is an example of a Western Australian agency collaborating across state and territory 
boundaries to reduce red tape for business operators, thereby contributing to the government’s overall objective 
of an efficient and effective public sector. 
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